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Chapter 1. Overview

EXA CONNECTED is a project to develop a technology based service content necessary for the future city by connecting 

and advanced technology such as smart city, smart building, AI robot, auto-driving mobility, drone and others with one 

another establishing a content that maximizes the features of the city providing a convenient service where all can use.

EXA ROBOTICS hosting the project is a company providing new concept smart building solution by fusing AI robot, 

IoT(Internet of Things)   system and the integrated control system through common R&D of the high technology with 

domestic and overseas excellent companies. Also a Korea’s main robot exclusive company which posses key technolo-

gy of robots such as software framework, 3D vision, real-time communication, SLAM/Navigation and so on.

EXA ROBOTICS has released 20 kinds of high-performance AI robot ‘KORI’ with function most necessary in daily life by 

hosting the ‘Korea Robot Show’ independently which is a large-size robot launching show in April of 2020. Because ‘

KORI’ is a robot develop directly by the EXA ROBOTICS various customizing can be made in accord to the request of the 

users.
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Figure 01. The composition of the EXA CONNECTED Project



Figure 02. Key Robot technology owned by ROBOTICS

EXA ROBOTICS wishes to establish a smart city platform ‘EXA CONNECTED’ to materialize the future city by combining 

the Klaytn blockchain technology in the existing business focusing on the Korea representative auto driving AI robot ‘

KORI’, developed and produced with domestic technology. The blockchain Klaytn selected by EXA ROBOTICS is a block-

chain platform developed by the GroundX which is the subsidiary company of Kakao, and is a service oriented enter-

prise grade public blockchain platform to provide user-friendly blockchain experience.

EXA CONNECTED is a blockchain based platform established to service and provide content which maximizes the 

features of the city by developing technology based service content necessary in the future city by connecting advanced 

technology such as smart city, smart building, AI robot, auto-driving mobility, drone and so on with one another. 

The formation of the EXA CONNECTED platform is a Wallpad loaded with the EXA connector(APP) with the artificial 

Internet of Things (AIoT) system and EXA SPACE a service where remote controlling is possible using smart phone, EXA 

ROBOTICS a service provided using auto-driving AI robot ‘KORI’ as line-up, and EXA COMMERCE, a payment service 

provided using EXA Mileage (here and after known as ‘Mileage’) and EXA TOKEN(EX-A).

EXA CONNECTED platform provides Mileage to the users regarding all activities within the platform in order to activate 
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the platform by induce interest and increase the motivation for participating. 

The Mileage received through reward can be used as payment method when purchasing a product or use a service from 

the platform by exchanging it into EXA TOKEN(EXA) and also be used for virtual asset transaction by exchanging it into 

other virtual asset through a wallet service of the Klaytn network.

EXA CONNECTED platform is a ecosystem established using EXA as medium issued based on KIP-7, a token standard of 

the Klaytn network. EXA becomes the content and asset of the platform ecosystem, user and content, user and user and 

furthermore a medium connecting      EXA ROBOTICS and user where the platform becomes a method maintaining and 

sustaining the platform ecosystem forming the virtuous    structure. 

EXA ROBOTICS supplies auto-driving based life, medical care, distribution, industrial field robot and advanced sensor in 

and out of the building such as housing, accommodation, commercial, medical facility and so on through blockchain 

based platform EXA CONNECTED. Trying to realize convenience in living, reducing working time on housework, cost 

reduction etc. by perfectly establishing the first step of smart building to form the smart city in order to manage all 

device through IoT system. And furthermore lead a new paradigm of the living environment which the untact time 

requires triggered by the COVID-19. 
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Chapter 2. Background

01.  AIoT and Robot industry trend

The opening of the time of Artificial Intelligence of Things, AIoT (Here and after known as ‘AIoT’) is leading a smart 

time based on various technology along with the 4th industry including blockchain. AIoT, a technology combining 

AI with Internet of Things(IoT) was first used by the Japanese electronics company Sharp stand for making  user 

eco-friendly electronics by grafting artificial intelligence to smart electronics. 

According to the market investment facility Market and Markets, it is analyze that the AIoT market will show 26% 

average annual growth rate in 2024 allowing the market to grow quickly from 5.1 billion dollar in 2019 to 16.2 dollar 

in 2024. Garter the American information technology research and consultation company anticipated that by 2022, 

over 80% of the company IoT project will include AI factors and by 2025 over 40 billion products will have internet 

connected. 

The example of AIoT technology applied in daily life can be easily be found in the smart home field. Matters such 

as showing ones favorite broadcasting channel when the TV is automatically turned on as one walk in the door or 

the light dims when laying down and turns off when one falls asleep. The development of the AIoT and fusion 

between various field is gathering anticipation to change our life and greatly improve the production of the indus-

try. 

Robot industry fused with AIoT is growing. As the importance of the untact(non-contact) technology taking 

measures against COVID-19 increases the function to make circumstantial judgment different from the existing 

robot and autonomous action function is expanding making the next generation robots which cooperate with 

people to advance. The introduction of AIoT based robot is expanding in the public sanitaryㆍmedical field, distri-
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Figure 03. Artificial Intelligence of Things(AIoT) Market Size(Markets and Markets Research)
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butionㆍdelivery, education field and so on as service robot for COVID-19 virus quarantine and others is the trend, 

and the application of the automation control technology such as robot auto-driving and IoT sensing etc. along 

with advanced ICT technology such as 5G, AI and so on is becoming regularized.

AIoT based robot is optimized for untact service through auto-driving and remote control, provides situation recog-

nition and analysis data in real-time, control and monitoring is possible as it is mounted with the video call 

function. Not only remote control but the robot itself can make movement plans and dodge obstacles by search-

ing, and forcastㆍwarning function also exist. Also AI based facial recognition, voice recognition, multi-language 

support, emotion recognition and other are also possible. It can also provide information such as facility instruc-

tion etc. along with database service such as IoT sensing, 5G etc. and multi-tasking is possible such as orderㆍ

reserveㆍpay and manage storage. It is evolving into a multi-robot that also takes on cleaningㆍguarding work. 

02.  Future of the Smart city and AIoT

Globally cities are facing various housing and living convenience issue such as shortage of resource from concen-

trated population and aging of the infrastructure, traffic congestion, energy shortage and so on. Un(United 

Nations) is foreseeing that the urbanization of the entire world will reach at 70% by 2050 as the urbanization of each 

country will pick up the speed. The interest regarding smart city that rose suddenly as the future city of the global 

village is high in order to solve the city problems such as aging city, energy shortage, traffic congestion etc. which 

is appearing throughout the world as the population increase and the urban concentration phenomenon acceler-

ates ,and to enhance the quality of the city life.

According to the Handelsblatt Research Institute in Germany, Northern Europe countries such as Finland, Norway 

etc. are in the lead of the transition of the smart city within Europe.  London England, Hamburg Germany, Amster-

dam Netherland, Barcelona Spain and other countries are preparing for the future city by applying advance 

technology since 2013. Since 2015 America has resented the ‘Smart City Initiative’ to solve all sort of urban issues 

and have been actively promoting it. 

China has also expanded the smart city business in small steps since last 2014 with the lead of central government 

in order not to fall behind in realizing the smart city. In 2020 they have selected 100 demonstration cities to execute 

investment focusing on digitalization of the public service and infra smartification such as smart grid, intellectual 

traffic management system and so on. The Korean government is also actively supporting by selected smart city as 

the key business of the Korean version new-deal business carrying out ‘smart-city type control sand box policy’ to 

support business development and products using new technology. 
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Smart city is a city model that solves all sorts of urban issues by grafting new technology such as ICT·big data etc. to the 

city and make a sustainable city. Smart city is receiving attention from the side of allowing efficient access through using 

the existing infra compared to building a new infra that needs big investment. Looking at it from an economic side not 

only process and service innovation from the public part but realizes by combining various innovative technology with 

the city foundation while linking various company with start-up, research facility, standard citizens etc. and is being used 

as the ‘City platform’ with the meaning of space that can be fused.

It is expected that robots out of many factors forming the smart city will take on a very important role, and is analyzed 

that the robots will be used beneficially in countries facing population aging and shortage labor power. The robot indus-

try is receiving spotlight as the key of the future technology and all countries over the world is promoting national policy 

to promote robot industry. 

Smart city quickly expanding throughout the world is considered as a new growing force by grafting the ICT technology 

in the city according to the 4th industrial innovation. Smart city business is competitively taking a lead based on the 

demand of the low growth trend over the world, development of the ICT, increasing demand for city development and 

is receiving attention as an industry with the quickest growth to be anticipated for the next 10 years. 

Smart city is evolving into a large size urban expansion project using technology in the key function of the city. The role 

of the smart city as the large new growing force with great spreading effect such as transportation ·energy ·environ-

ment etc. is being anticipated and is prospected to realize the innovated technology such as auto-driving vehicle ·drone 

·robot etc. along with foundation infra such as big data and AI by establishing the smart city. 

Figure 04. Policies to support and foster the robot industry, which is emerging as the core of future technology,
  in each country around the world.
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ROBOT INDUSTRY EMERGING AS THE KEY OF THE FUTURE TECHNOLOGY 

Active support and promotion policy announcement by country

Promote national policy to promote robot industry and number of companies promote robot business as the new growth power

Various government support announcement
including robot industry from advanced industry field.

Aiming approximately 45% occupation rate of Chinese product
from the high performance robot market

(2019 Approx. 570 million dollar government fund investment)

Policy promotion for strengthening manufacturing robot investment
and lead service robot market 

Various robot R&D support hosted by the NR(NATIONAL ROBOTICS INITIATIVE)

Promote various policy to preoccupy
the new market of robots for service business 

Support robot development project through ‘Horizon 2020’
(investment plat for 780 million dollars over 7 years)

Announce as the global 4 strong country
for 2023 robot industry 

Complete promoting robot industry promotion strategy
and establishing standard plans

Promote service robot polity away
from manufacturing robot 

Proceed large size investment
for the innovation of the manufacturing, health, agricultural, infra field. 
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Chapter 3. Ecosystem

01.  EXA CONNECTED Platform

EXA CONNECTED is a platform which EXA Robotics has established by combining the Klaytn blockchain technolo-

gy on the existing service focusing on the auto-driving AI robot ‘KORI’ developed by EXA Robotics. EXA CONNECTED 

develops service content based on technology necessary in the future city by connecting advanced technology 

such as smart city, smart building, AI robot, auto-driving mobility etc. to provide and service content that maximiz-

es the features of the city. 

EXA CONNECTED platform is formed with a Wallpad loaded with the EXA connector(APP) with the artificial Internet 

of Things (AIoT) system and EXA SPACE a service where remote controlling is possible from indoor, EXA ROBOTICS 

a service provided using auto-driving AI robot ‘KORI’ as line-up, and EXA COMMERCE, an e-commerce service 

provided through the integrated payment system EXA PAY from future smart city with AIoT fused and EXA DAO, a 

DeFI service. 

EXA CONNECTED is a ecosystem established using EXA as a medium issued based in the token standard KIP-7 from 

the Klaytn network. EXA Token can be used as payment method when purchasing a specific product or using the 

service within the platform, it can be converted to cash for withdrawal or be used as investment asset through 

exchange market by exchanging it to other virtual asset through the wallet service of the Klaytn network. 

The EXA is a method of maintaining and sustaining the platform ecosystem by becoming a medium which 

connects the content and asset, user and content, user and user, furthermore company(EXA ROBOTICS) with user 

where the platform becomes a method maintaining and sustaining the platform ecosystem forming the virtuous    

structure. 

The standard payment method of the EXA CCONNECTED platform and the reward payment method is EXA Mileage. 

Mileage can be purchased or charged through various methods such as cash, card, easy payment etc. and rewards 

can be achieved platform activation contribution of the user along with the transaction history occurred from the 

platform. Mileage is designed to be exchanged to EXA holding value as a digital asset.

EXA CONNECTED platform has established a reward system to activate the platform by increasing the motivation 

of the users to participate and to trigger interest. Mileage regarding the activity within the platform such as 

consumption activity of the user within the platform, evaluation regarding the product and service etc. is paid in 

rewards. The mileage received as reward can be used as payment method when purchasing the product from the 
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02.  EXA CONNECTED service content

EXA CONNECTED is a blockchain based platform established to provide and service content which maximizes the 

features of the city by developing service content based on technology necessary for the future city by connecting 

the advanced technologies such as smart city, smart building, AI robot, auto-driving mobility, drones etc. with one 

another. 

The representative service content of EXA CONNECTED is EXA SPACE servicing IoT controller service based on 

E-Space Wallpad and AIoT system, total AI untact robot service EXA ROBOTICS provided through 5 types of line-up 

of auto-driving AI robot ‘KORI’, E-Space Wallpad and ‘KORI’ service, total payment system EXA COMMERCE and 

De-Fi service EXA DAO. 
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Figure 05. EXA CONNECTED platform Ecosystem
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platform or for using the service. The used mileage is partially paid back for the paid amount according to the 

reward policy or is cashed-back through mileage allowing the mileage to circulate from the platform.



Figure 06. EXA CONNTECTED service content

Figure 07. E-Space Wallpad : Smart Home IoT Controller System

2.1. EXA SPACE

EXA SAPACE is a space remote control system using IoT. Advance sensor and auto-driving based life, medical, distri-

bution, industrial field robot is provided to buildings such as housing, accommodation, commercial, medical facili-

ties and so on, allowing management of all device through IoT system and understand all situation of the inside 

and outside of the building through integrated control service.

The main service of EXA SPACE is housing solution through Wallpad and community facility solution provided 

through AI robot ‘KORI:A’.
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EXA SPACE EXA ROBOTICS EXA COMMERCE

EXA DAO

· E-Space Wallpad

· IoT Controller System

· Smart Electronics

· Smart Furniture

· Biometrics Service

· Concierge Servie 

· AI CCTV

· AIoT Payment System

· Integrated payment

   system EXA PAY

· Payment service

· De-Fi Service

· Staking Service 

· KORI:A
   Indoor small size AI robot

· KORI:B
   In/outdoor small-mid size AI robot

· KORI:C
   Outdoor AI robot

· KORI:D
   Outdoor driving assistance and boarding
　possible mid-large size AI robot

· KORI:E
   Large size AI robot able to board outside

1. E-Space Wallpad
Control Wallpad of all smart furniture
and service command etc. within the
housing facility

2. Light control system
Adjust all lightings within the housing
facility using Wallpad

5. Housework robot service
Provide housework robot service robot
within the housing facility 

4. Smart curtain control
system 

Able to control opening and closing
the curtains installed in all rooms using
the curtain mode and Wallpad

3. Smart furniture linking
service
Function according to the users setting
through smart furniture linking service
within the housing facility



• Housing solution

‘Smart Home IoT Controller System’ is materialized through EXA Connector (APP) providing housework robot 

service carrying out facility control system, trash recycling, parcel delivery etc. with the electronics and indoor 

condition adjustment, parking management and elevator call function. A convenient housing service is provided 

through housework robot such as trash robot, recycling robot, laundry collecting robot etc. Many convenient 

service such as housework robot, utility bill payment, room condition adjustment etc. can be used through the 

wallpad within the housing facility where pre-payment can also be carried out through EXA PAY upon necessity. 

The service content regarding the housing solution of the EXA SPACE is as following. 

• Community facility solution

The following service is provided  in the community space through ‘KORI:A’ a series of the auto-driving AI robot 

from EXA ROBOTICS. Upon necessity while using the community solution, immediate payment can be made 

through the payment system loaded in ‘KORI:A’.

The service content regarding community facility solution is as following.
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List Main function

Real-time in/outdoor temperature check

Air conditioner control 

Condition adjustment of each region of the housing facility

Lighting adjustment of main light and indirect light of each region

Automatically turning on and off after setting the timer of each region 

Add and delete the electronics according to the user setting for control 

Call robots to use service such as parcel delivery, delivery food, laundry collection etc. 

Check and pay all service usage history and payment history

Check the current location of the relevant lots elevator

Call desirable elevator

Check the current location and when the called elevator will arrive 

Check the housing facility surrounding and outdoor facility and other CCTV installed region from the indoor

Check parking location and entering time etc. parking information of the resident 

Register visiting vehicle 

Monitor amount of energy used by each lot in real-time

Pay management expense



2.2. EXA ROBOTICS

EXA ROBOTICS provides a total AI untact robot service regarding various fields throughout the general life through 

auto-driving AI robot ‘KORI’.  Robot ‘KORI’ contains various functions that would make our daily life easier. 20 types 

of robot with functions most necessary in daily life such as recycling robot to parcel robot, security robot, rescue 

robot, UV sterilization robot, cleaning robot, laundry collecting robot etc. can be told as the key factor realizing a 

new smart living environment. 
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List

Entrance awareness and payment

Strict security

Measure body temperature

Guide and payment robot

Cleaning setting by region

Quarantine sanitation

UV Sterilization

Fire detection system

Main Function

Auto opening and closing of the entrance through auto recognition function

Recognize visitors through data

Measure body temperature frequently through loaded thermo-graphic camera

Provide service such as facility guidance and payment etc. 

Set region and time according to the user

Carry out dust cleaning and wet mop

Set time, sanitation amount and time, region 

Execute time, level, region etc. and set sanitation function

Loaded with rider sensor and heat sensing sensor

Prevent fire be detecting embers

Prepare for emergency situations by with first-aid products 

1. Tracking algorithm 
Deliver objects by following people by recognizing
surrounding people a

5. Group driving
Maximizes the efficiency of moving the object
using number of robots, group driving in triangle,
square and circle. 

2. Cruise algorithm
Traveling number of set points and customized
driving of each function 

3. Escort algorithm
Recognizes the surrounding people
and guide to a assigned location
while maintaining the certain distance 

4. Obstacle recognition function 
LIAR, machine vision deep sensor etc.
based multi-sensor fusion technology softly and
stably moving by recognizing obstacles
in a complex environment and understand the exact location. 



The Korea’s representative auto-driving robot ‘KORI’ developed and produced domestically runs on a tracking 

algorithm carrying objects while following people after recognizing people around it, cruise algorithm carrying out 

customized driving by each function going around the set points, and escort algorithm where it recognizes people 

and guide them to the designated location while maintaining certain distance. Also understanding the exact 

location through multi-sensor fusion technology, moving softly and stably by recognizing obstacles in complex 

environment maximizing the object movement efficiency by using number of robots allowing group driving in 

shapes such as triangle, square, circle and so on.

‘KORI’ from EXA ROBOTICS is formed with ‘KORI:A’ a small indoor auto-driving AI robot, ‘KORI:B’ a small-medium 

size AI robot that can assists driving and boarding both indoor and outdoor, ‘KORI:C’ a medium size outdoor 

auto-driving AI robot, ‘KORI:D’ a medium-large size AI robot that can support walking and boarding outdoor and ‘

KORI:E’ a large size AI robot that can board outdoors.

Figure 08. auto-driving ‘KORI’ line-up of EXA ROBOTICS

The detailed content of each line-up is as following.

• KORI:A (Auto-driving/indoor/small/indoor service)

‘KORI:A’ is a small size AI robot optimized for indoor auto-driving. It holds a various category line-up such as 

serving, broadcasting, public, quarantine, housework service etc. according to the mounted module.
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Figure 09. AI auto-driving robot ‘KORI:A’ line-up of EXA ROBOTICS

Figure 10. ‘KORI:B’ small-mid size AI robot for in/outdoor where driver’s assistance and boarding is possible

• KORI:B (Manual operation/In/outdoor/small-mid size/driver’s assistance and boarding)

‘KORI:B’ is a small-mid size AI robot for both indoor and outdoor where driver’s assistant and boarding is possible 

such as electronic wheel chair, children exclusive car, all-in-on stroller, stroller separable wagon etc.
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• KORI:C (Auto-driving/Outdoor/Mid-size/Outdoor service)

‘KORI:C’ is an outdoor AI auto-driving robot that can be used for outdoor works such as outdoor security robot, 

quarantine robot, rescue robot, delivery robot, cleaning robot, caddy robot, explore robot etc. 

Figure 11. Outdoor AI auto-driving robot, ‘KORI:C’ line-up

• KORI:D(Manual Operation / outdoor / Mid-large size / Driver’s assistance and boarding)

‘KORI:D’ is a mid-large size AI robot where driver’s assistance and boarding is possible. The only manual operation 

out of KORI series.

Figure 12. Large size AI robot able to board outdoor, ‘KORI:E’ line-up
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Cleaning robot
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of trashcan volume, filter
and trash storage cargo

Quarantine robot

Auto-driving, spraying pump,
human awareness sensor,
aware of sanitizing tank volume

Outdoor security robot

Patrol, search light, voice
output, motion detection
sensor, thermal sensor, trace

Caddy robot

Follow-in, measure distance,
Guide weather condition,
Recommend gold driver

Delivery robot

Auto-driving, navigation,
delivery notification, voice,
AD function

Explore robot

Auto-driving, filming,
thermal sensor, positional
tracking 

Electronic Car Delivery Car

Security Car Taxi



• KORI:E (Auto-driving/Outdoor/Large-size/Boarding)

‘KORI:E’ is a large-size AI robot you can board outdoor. Food dawn delivery robot with functions that can check the 

expiration date etc. movable café with barista robot loaded, meeting room providing office space, distribution 

robot with load capacity awareness sensor, unmanned brand store with stock management and advertisement 

function and so on are serviced. Also for food delivery, movable café, distribution, unmanned brand store service 

a unmanned payment system is supported in common. 

Figure 12. Large size AI robot able to board outdoor,’ KORI:E’ line-up
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2.3. EXA COMMERCE

EXA COMMERCE is an e-commerce service provided through integrated payment system EXA PAY used in future 

smart city fused with AIoT. EXA PAY is a payment system used for smart building, hotel, restaurant, café, leisure  

facility, shopping etc. combined with AI robot, auto-driving vehicle, mobility established based on blockchain 

technology.

EXA PAY is uses the mileage as a standard payment method and provides a payment system by connecting it with 

EXA. Mileage can be purchased or charged through various ways such as cash, card, easy payment etc. and  can 

receive reward according to the transaction history occurred in the platform and the platform activation contribu-

tion of the user. 

Golf cart
Air conditioning, advertisement,
auto-driving

Auto driving meeting room
Auto-driving, unmanned payment,
sterilization, provide office space

Distribution robot
Auto-driving, spray pump, human
awareness sensor, sterilization tank,
volume recognizing sensor

Food delivery robot(dawn)
Refrigerating function, auto-driving,
unmanned payment, function
for checking expiration date

Movable cafe
Auto-driving, unmanned payment,
store food, loaded with coffee robot

Unmanned brand store
Auto-driving, unmanned payment,
storage management, air conditioning, AD



2.4. EXA DAO

EXA DAO is a form of DeFi, (Decentralized Finance) service provided to all users who entered the EXA CONNECTED 

platform. This service distribute the part of the profit fund to user(EXAER) deposited the EXA holding a similar struc-

ture with the existing staking service. Stocking is the user fixing certain amount of possessed virtual asset as stock, 

where the virtual asset holder earns certain level of profit for the deposit period after depositing (the posse stake) 

the virtual asset regardless of the drop of the price. 

90% of the profit from payment commission through the EXA Mileage, a key payment method of the EXA CON-

NECTED is deposited in the Safe Box within the EXA DAO, and the EXA is distributed to the user(EXAER) according 

to the amount of deposited EXA in the EXA DAO by using this as fund. Also when fund risk occurs in the project 

development and foundation operation a governance system is introduced proceeding a vote targeting all users 

who possesses the EXA, receiving agreement from the majority to make it allow to use the EXA stored in the Safe 

Box.
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Figure 13. Various places to use EXA  PAY
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The terms and concept regarding the EXA DAO is defined as following.

For the user who possesses the EXA to use the EXA DAO must join the membership. EXA DAO creates a virtual 

account for the joined members creating an environment to deposit EXA. The users who joined the EXA DAO 

deposits possessed EXA in the EXA DAO will receive EXA at a set rate according to the internal operation policy regu-

lation set by the platform. Through this an environment that can create a actual economic effect by forming an 

ecosystem where EXA can be used as token holding a value as asset and increasing the token value as an asset.

03.  Token Economy

EXA ecosystem forms a token economy using EXA issued based on token standard KIP-7 of the Klaytn network and 

EXA point taking a role as the standard currency of the platform as medium. Mileage and EXA is used as method of 

rewards and exchange of value within the EXO CONNECTED platform. The mileage exchange rate and rate for 

changing it into the EXA token can be changed with social economic factors that may influence the exchange rate 

and separate standard in accord to the internal management system established by the platform. 

Mileage is used as the standard payment method of the product transaction made within the platform and as a 

reward payment method regarding the user’s activity. The users within the platform is paid with mileage according 

to the activity level, and mileage can be directly purchased(charged) from the platform. EXA purchased through 

the exchange market can be exchanged into mileage from the EXA CONNECTED platform and the exchange 

mileage can be used as payment method when purchasing the product or using the service within the platform. 

3.1. EXA mileage

EXA mileage is the standard payment method and reward payment method from the EXA CONNECTED platform. 

Mileage taking the role as the standard currency of the EXA CONNECTED platform can be purchased or charged 

through various methods such as cash, card, easy payment etc. Also it is used as reward method paying for all 

activities of the users within the platform in order to increase the motivations of the users to participate and trigger 

interest to activate the platform. 
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Mileage received as reward through activity within the platform such as consumption activity of the user and evaluation 

regarding product and service etc. can be used as payment method when purchasing the product and use the service 

within the EXA CONNECTED platform. The used point is partially paid back for the paid amount according to the reward 

policy or is cashed-back through mileage allowing the mileage to circulate from the platform. The mileage which the 

platform user who completed the KYC verification earned through purchasing and reward can exchange it to EXA 

according to the set rate of the internal management policy. 

3.2. EXA Token

EXA token(EXA) is issued based on the token standard Kip-7 of the Klaytn network. EXA can be used as payment method 

when purchasing a certain product or using the service, profit can be achieved through EXA bank within the platform, it 

can be withdrawn by changing it to cash or  exchange it into another virtual asset through the wallet service of the Klaytn 

network as use it as an investment asset through the exchange market. 

EXA becomes the medium which connects the content and asset, user and content, user and user, furthermore compa-

ny(EXA ROBOTICS) and user from the EXA CONNECTED platform ecosystem where the platform becomes a method 

maintaining and sustaining the platform ecosystem forming the virtuous   structure.  Also becomes a necessary factor 

expanding the business region and service size of EXA CONNECTED into the global market by lowering the entrance wall 

of the overseas user inflow and service. 

04. Reward System

The mileage is rewarded for all activities of the users within the platform in order to increase the motivations of the user 

to participate and trigger the interest in order to activate the platform. The mileage achieved through reward can be 

used as payment method by purchasing a specific product and use the service within the platform by exchanging it into 

EXA. When exchanging the mileage into EXA, the minimum exchange number is 1EXA. The exchanged EXA can be 

exchanged to another virtual asset through the wallet service of the Klaytn network and be used for asset transaction. 

The reward system of the EXA CONNECTED platform is as following.
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EXA CONNECTED platform reward system is operated as following. 

• Evaluation

According to the evaluation policy about using the platform service, all actions of the users regarding purchasing 

the product, using the service, Feedback(comment, like/dislike, recommend) etc. are saved and evaluated.

• Evaluated Items

The activity rating of the user regarding purchasing product and using the service from the EXA CONNECTED 

platform, Feedback (comment, like/dislike, recommend) is overviewed and evaluated for reward.

• Activity within the platform

1) Purchasing product 

As the most frequently occurring action is contributing to the traffic, meaning actions contributing to create profit 

reflecting Traffic. 

2) Feedback : Comment, like/dislike, recommend

There are no direct contribution in creating profit however can influence the platform activation by examining the 

quality of the content therefore the relevant actions are saved as log and evaluated according to the evaluation 

model.
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05. Klaytn blockchain network

Blockchain is a dispersed digital ledger technology connecting one another by forming the encrypted transactions 

in a block unit, a technology based on features guaranteeing safe transaction and reliability without a separate 

agency. Blockchain infra guarantees the transparent value exchange between platform user and entrepreneur, 

issues token used in content and product transaction and distribution, process of evaluation reward and provide a 

base for exchange between domestic and overseas exchange market. 

• Klaytn Network

Klaytn selected by EXA is a blockchain platform developed by GroundX a subsidiary of Kakao. It is a service orient-

ed enterprise grade public blockchain platform to provide user-friendly blockchain experience. 

By using a semi-decentralized method combining the merit of the public blockchain (decentralized data and 

control, dispersed governance) and merit of the private blockchain (low waiting time, high expandability) through 

efficient hybrid design weakening the decentralization a little compared to ethereum but instead strengthening 

the necessary practibility on the Dapp(Decentralized Application) allowing easy, quicker development at a cheaper 

price compared to the existing blockchain technology. 

Cypress the main net of Klaytn is made through forking the ethereum instead of 100% self-built main net, operat-

ing a dispersed network under the transparent and shared management through cooperation with many popular 
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brands and establishes a stable business platform supported through dispersed reliability. 

Companies preparing Dapp targeting large group of users handle data safely and transparently through Klaytn, 

and easily extract and purify useful data for the service operation. 

• Enterprise Proxy, EP

Klaytn maintains the necessary properties of the decentralization of the blockchain through enterprise proxy and 

satisfies the business request of the blockchain user and service provider(SP). The enterprise proxy handles the 

request in advance regarding the request from the clients with implicit rights and execute the requested smart 

contract by inserting the necessary data. 

• Smart Contract

Klaytn uses the virtual machine “KLVM(Klaytn Virtual Machine)” sorting the smart contract execution and outside 

memory control. KLVM has to execute the code set that needs to be executed to communicate with the KLVM from 

each system through the library adjusted to the execution environment. The representative execution machine is 

the EVM(Ethereum Virtual Machine) provided from the ethereum. 

• Klaytn  Compatible Token (KCT)

Klaytn compatible token(KCT) is a special type of smart contract realizing a specific technology spec. This specula-

tion must be accord in order to issue token from Klaytn. The representative token standard of Klaytn is KIP-7 and 

KIP-17.

• KIP-7

Each token unit of the fungible token holds the identical value therefore available token is compatible with one 

another. Just as all dollar holds the same 1 dollar value. In most of the cases, a replaceability is a necessary 

function of encrypted currently therefore is a token with the highest proportion of the replaceability. In order to put 

these features in the smart contract KIP-7 token standard can be used. KIP-7 is the standard that can realized the 

standard API regarding the token within the smart contract and provides the basic function of transferring the 

token. 

• Kaikas

Kaikas is a blockchain wallet where Klaytn based token Klay and various NFT cards can be stored and transferred. 

One can manage the account easily through using the Kaikas. The transfer history and balance after a transaction 

can be checked after transferring the Klay and Klay compatible toeken and provides the function and performance 

optimized in the Klaytn network such as exchanging the Klay with another token or managing various NFT cars. 
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Figure 15. Klaytn Blockchain Platform Architecture

• Klaytn Governance Council

The Klaytn Governance Council is panel of cooperative companies to expand the Klaytn platform together. These 

are the companies with the rights to vote when changes or decision making regarding Klaytn is necessary. Current-

ly IT, content, game, financial company from Korea, China, Japan, Singapore etc. has participated in the council 

and domestic large companies such as Kakao, LG electronics, Celltrion, SK, Ahnlab etc. are included. The gover-

nance council holds the obligation to use Klaytn and make service. 
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Chapter 04. Token Plan

01. Token issuance plan

Considering the stability and expandability of the transaction EXA uses the standard token spec KIP-7 set by the 

Klaytn blockchain network. KIP-7 is the standard specification to guarantee the compatibility of the token that can 

be distributed from the Klaytn network, and the token issued by the Dapp is the programming standard regulated 

in order to satisfy the compatibility with Klay the Klaytn currency. In case of token using Klaytn blockahin must 

accord to the KIP-7 standard. The basic information regarding the EXA issuance plan is as following. 

Table1. Token Matrix

02. Token distribution plan

EXA is planning on distributing 30% in token swap for securing seed and manpower for early business and devel-

opment expenses, 30% to form the ecosystem and maintain the platform, 20% to develop, realize the platform and 

for the system advancement, 10% for the initial members, 5% for marketing and airdrop for the activation of the 

ecosystem and platform and 5% for the advisor and partner contributing to the ecosystem.

Figure 16. Token Allocation
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03. Fund use plan

The funds formed through EXA is planned to be distributed for development expenses(30%) for recruit manpower 

for research development and operation, service and business model advancement, Dapp development etc. 

service establishment expense(30%) for recruiting service manpower, management manpower for the ecosystem 

etc. and office management, marketing expenses (20%) for on/offline advertisement execution, legal and account-

ing consultation(10%) according to the legislation and actual condition of each country where coins can be traded, 

and company possession and preparing for risk (10%) and so on.

Figure 17. Funds Management Plan
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Chapter 05. Roadmap

2021 PLATFORM DESIGN

　- Design project

　- Design blockchain data

　- Secure consortium member

　- Design platform and token

　- Issue whitepaper

2022 OPEN PLATFORM

　- Launch electronic wallet and platform

　- Expand ecosystem

　- Alliance with On/Offline cooperative companies

　- Listed in the virtual asset exchange market

2023 CONENT DIVERSIFICATION

　- Key content promotion

　- Expand alliance for content entering platform

　- Ecosystem expansion through platform advancement

　- Global marketing expansion

　- Listed in global virtual asset exchange market

2024 SERVICE ADVANCEMENT

　- Advancement of AI, big data based platform

　- Ecosystem expansion and introduce additional business model

* This roadmap may change according to the market situation,  process status of the company’s development and other situations. 
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Chapter 7. Legal disclaimer

This whitepaper contains the summary of the key concept of the EXA. This whitepaper was written to provide the 

necessary information to those who wishes to participate in the project and is not a document suggesting invest-

ment and so on.

01. Standard Notification

The coin regarding this project of this whitepaper is not relevant to financial investment product such as securities 

nor its issuance is not relevant as a suggestion for a subscription or subscription of the financial investment prod-

uct. EXA is not for speculation and does not hold any right regarding any form of real estate, intellectual property 

right, other asset or cash. 

EXA does not grand the ownership to the distributor, and does not grant the right to participate in the process of 

decision making regarding asset and/or business planning because one possesses the EXA therefore is not a stock. 

There are no promises regarding rights or value that is followed by the EXA profit other than the benefit earned by 

using the platform. 

The information listed in this whitepaper was written at the date stated in the cover. Including the information 

regarding finance and business operation of the future distributor, this information written in this whitepaper can 

change frequently. 

The provision of this whitepaper and sales during the project step does not mean nothing in the content of the 

whitepaper is achieved. The distributor does not make a claim of any from regarding a guarantee (both explicit/im-

plicit) that the information stated in this whitepaper is the newest, accurate and complete content and explicitly 

denies this. 

This whitepaper may contain contents of publication and or information of a 3rd party. All information and data 

recreated in this whitepaper was considered to have been extracted from a reliable source however the distributor 

does not make a separate verification regarding the information or data nor does guarantee the accuracy or 

completely of the relevant information or data. 

Whole text or part of the extraction of this whitepaper cannot be considered as an advice regarding legal, financial 

or other  professional provision. One must receive a professional advice in making a decision for purchasing. When 

deciding on the purchase of the EXA, the responsibility for all evaluation and decision made is yours. You may ask 
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for additional information regarding the EXA to the distributor.

The distributor does not hold a legal compelling power or discretionary power, (i) if there are prohibition or limita-

tions from the legal perspective, (ii) if the requested information is helpful to make the stated content in this white-

paper more certain by the readers, if it is an issue that helps asking advice from a professional, if it is a matter that 

could influence the subscriber in purchasing the coin etc. The requested information is provided considering all 

related matters including if it is necessary from the rational perspective. 

This whitepaper is written to delivery the information and does not state about the future prospect. It is clarified 

that the distributor does not take any responsibility if the distributor had negligence, nonfulfillment or did not have 

sufficient guidance regarding all loss and damage(direct/indirect, predictable or others) caused by acting or 

depending on any related information with the distributor, or contents about the EXA CONNECTED platform 

ecosystem included in this whitepaper or any additional information added upon the subscriber’s inquiry .

Coping this whitepaper excluding this warning and notification is strictly prohibited and is not approved by the 

distributor. The information stated below may not be complete. No part of this whitepaper forms a legal relation-

ship between the recipient and the distributor, and it is formed so the recipient of this whitepaper cannot hold any 

binding force or execute legal actions to the distributor. 

You are considered to have sufficiently reviewed the whitepaper upon purchasing the EXA and also considered to 

have agreed to the provision condition of the EXA. Any information stated in this whitepaper does not take any 

legal responsibility. You are aware and implicitly agree that EXA is not a securities and does not make any form of 

investment profit. 

EXA and related services are made to be used for the purpose stated in the whitepaper, and is provided by the 

distributor under the purpose as it is. The distributor does not guarantee or list(both implicit/explicit) the accessi-

bility, quality, suitability, accuracy, properness or completeness of the EXA and related service and implicitly deny 

this. 

The distributor implicitly deny all possible responsibility that can occur from error, delay, or omission from all 

action which you have taken by depending on EXA and related service. All parts including suitability regarding 

specific purpose or satisfying quality, productivity, name, guarantee that a violation of right from a 3rd party 

regarding EXA and related service will not happen. 

The future performance and value of the EXA cannot be guaranteed. This also includes the embedded value of the 

EXA and any guarantee about some value that will be held in the future. Unless you completely understand and 
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accept the overall business plan of the distributor and the potential danger of the EXA, you must not participate in 

the EXA sales. 

EXA is developed for the future function of the EXA CONNECTED platform ecosystem. The distributor implicitly 

deny all responsibility regarding all loss you may experience when purchasing the EXA. 

You do not have an obligation to make a legal promise that holds a binding power regarding selling and purchasing 

the EXA or any form of contract. A separate document which explains the contract condition (Here and after known 

as the “Contract condition”) relevant to selling, purchasing and related contracts of the EXA and contract between 

the distributor and the purchaser. In case the contract condition does not comply with the content in this whitepa-

per, the prior is considered first. 

02. Danger Factor

• Purchasing token

Those who can receive advice from an expert regarding token sales or financial expert who is aware and can evalu-

ate of the merit and danger of the relevant purchase or those who can withstand the loss that may occur when 

purchasing including loosing the entire amount spent in purchasing EXA should consider purchasing. 

• No pre-market

No guarantee is made regarding whether an EXA-activated market liquid money market is going to be developed, 

and after the development is complete, having EXA trade in the encrypted exchange market must be sustainable. 

• Platform where development is not complete

The value and demand of EXA determines the commercial success and the performance  of the EXA CONNECTED 

platform/service. The distributor does not guarantee about whether the EXA CONNECTED platform/service will 

achieve commercial success. Also the EXA CONNECTED platform/service is not completely developed, determined 

and integrated. Additional changes, modification, update and adjustments may exist before the release(even after 

release). Unpredictable results may occur to the users due to these changes and this may ultimately effect the 

success. 

• Danger regarding uncertain loss

Unless one achieve a separate individual insurance as a protection method regarding EXA the EXA token is not 

protected. Therefore in case a loss occurs to the effective value of the token or loss of the token itself, so separate 

public or civic insurance is provided to take measures to the purchaser from the distributor. 
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• Danger regarding tax

The tax features of the EXA is uncertain. Therefore it is uncertain if the relevant token is a subject to be exempted 

from tax. All those who wishes to purchase EXA must find a individual accountant who can handle the relevant 

issues before deciding on purchasing the EXA. The distributor does not make any statement regarding if tax is going 

to occur by purchasing or possessing the EXA.

• Danger due to Klaytn protocol

As the feature of the EXA and EXA CONNECTED platform/service based on the Klaytn protocol, the malfunction, 

defect, stopping or discarding of the Klaytn protocol may cause bad influence to the EXA and EXA CONNECTED 

platform/service. The related technology development such as advancement of the encrypted technology or the 

development of the quantum computing can become a potential danger to the EXA and EXA CONNECTED 

platform/service. The misuse of the token for achieving service, rendering inefficiency of the encryption matching 

mechanism that backups the Klaytn protocol and others are included, and other dangerous factors may also exist. 

• Danger from 3rd party

EXA is an asset based on blockchain technology. The security, mobility, storing, accessibility etc. of these block-

chain asset is based on the standard blockchain protocol and factors such as security, stability and suitability of the 

process and so on. (In this case the binance market chain is out of control of the distributor.)

Unexpected accidents such as mining attack, hacking, access to unpublished key of the wallet where EXA is stored 

forcibly and so on. The distributor cannot guarantee to prevent direct/indirect bad influence of the outside factors 

caused to EXA. 

Furthermore danger from 3rd party also includes illegal fraud and failing to receive EXA when paying for the token 

because the 3rd party’s wallet is not compatible with EXA. All lost that occurs cannot be restores. The distributor 

does not take any responsibility regarding all sorts of danger from the interference of a 3rd party and cannot take 

any retrieval measures of the EXA lost through these method. 

03. Money laundering prevention / Terror fund raising prevention 
policy

As a part of the responsibility of the token distributor related to the policy to prevent money laundering and terror 

fund raising (Here and after known as “AML-CFT”), detailed identity verification of all person who wishes to possess 

the EA or use as payment method is necessary. The token distributor may request the applicant for additional 

information and/or document frequently in accord to the situation of each application. 
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The distributor promises to comply with all related guideline applicable to the relevant business regarding the 

AML-CFT obligation under all applicable legislation. The distributor holds the right to exclude all person who refus-

es to provide appropriate information and/or document which the distributor may request during the process of 

initial purchasing of the coin and/or additional purchasing of the EXA from the purchasing step. 

Also the distributor holds the right to prohibit handing or providing financial service to a designated individual or 

corporation regarding all suspicious transactions. In this case all right to refuse all service/EXA transaction is held 

by the distributor. 
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